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Abstract 

Industrial x-ray computed tomography (CT) has become an important tool for detecting and characterizing pores in workpieces 

produced through additive manufacturing (AM). However, a procedure to quantify the ability of a CT system to reliably detect 

pores, ideally in a non-destructive manner and before the actual analysis process, is still being researched. Previous approaches 

can either only be carried out at a great expense and destructively, or have not yet been validated in the actual case of pore 

detection. This work presents a potential reference object and corresponding performance parameters, the metrological structural 

resolution and the grey-scale resolution. To investigate their suitability for predicting the ability to detect pores, both the reference 

object, and special pore-containing AM samples were examined using the same CT settings. Linking the performance parameters 

with the pore detection rate of the AM samples showed that structural resolution, but also image sharpness, are suitable 

parameters. 
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1    Introduction 

Industrial x-ray computed tomography (CT) has become an important tool for detecting and characterising pores in workpieces 

[1]. The main reason is CT’s ability to examine internal structures non-destructively and in three dimensions. An important area 

of application is the additive manufacturing (AM), as it cannot yet avoid internal defects with negative effects on mechanical 

properties [2,3]. However, because CT technology is a relatively new measurement technique, its capabilities, such as accuracy 

and reliability, are not always precisely known, particularly in industrial applications. 

Possible approaches to evaluate CT's ability to accurately analyse pores are to either compare CT to a higher resolution 

measurement technique, deploy reference objects with artificial pores, or use performance parameters such as the image 

resolution. 

Regarding the first approach, the most widely used method compares micrographs of cross-sections with the CT scan, cf. e.g. 

[3–6]. Therein, the major challenge lies in the precise alignment of the real and virtual cross-sections [5]. One promising method 

involves scanning the workpiece before and after the cutting process, then aligning both scans to identify the exact location of 

the cross-section in the uncut volume’s reconstruction [3]. The advantage of this approach is that real pores are examined, as 

they result from the AM process. However, preparing the micrographs is time-consuming and involves destroying the workpiece. 

The second approach, proposed in [1], uses a specially designed object that contains small, hemispherical holes in the size of 

typical pores of the AM process. The object allows tactile calibration of the holes before CT measurements, which serves as a 

reference for the CT results. This approach proved to be appropriate for identifying suitable CT scanning and pore detection 

parameters for the reference object and the actual AM specimens. Nevertheless, the transferability of the behaviour of these 

artificial pores to actual pores is still being investigated. 

The third approach is to use respective CT performance indicators. Literature proposes certain indicators like the maximum 

permissible error for typical metrological tasks [7]. Indicators that quantify resolution seem similarly suitable to represent defect 

analysis, such as pore detection. Resolution is a measure of the minimum size up to which structures can be separately resolved 

[7]. In principle, this allows a statement about the ability to dissolve pores. Various parameters, as well as determination 

procedures, have been presented to quantify resolution [7,8]. Resolution on the grey scale level can be specified using the 

modulation transfer function (MTF), the spatial frequency response, and measured via a cylinder following ASTM E1695:20 

[9]. Resolution in dimensional measurements can be specified using the measurement structural resolution (MSR) or the interface 

structural resolution (ISR) [8,10]. MSR refers to the resolution behaviour on a single (curved) external surface element. ISR, on 

the other hand, assesses the ability to resolve two closely converging surfaces. Its value describes the resolvable distance between 

these inner surfaces. [10] For determining the ability to detect pores (inner structures) in a volume, ISR seems more advantageous 

than MSR. A possible method of its assessment is the "two-spheres standard", introduced in [10,11]. It is based on evaluating 

the contact zone of two spheres with known radii. By measuring the height at different distances from the contact zone and 

comparing it to the reference height, the smallest distance measurable within an error limit can be determined. The transferability 

of the discussed resolution parameters to actual defect analysis results has yet to be investigated, though. 

To summarize, the above-mentioned reference objects and performance parameters have yet to be evaluated in terms of their 

capability to reliably, non-destructively and rapidly quantify a CT system's ability to detect pores in AM components. To address 
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this gap, this work proposes two related test objects and a corresponding procedure, cf. Figure 1. The first test object is a reference 

object to assess resolution using the performance parameters ISR and MTF. The second test object is made by AM and therefore 

naturally contains pores. By first preparing CT scans and micrographs of cross-sections of the second test object, the actual pore 

resolution can be determined. By scanning both test objects with the same CT system and settings, transferability of ISR and 

MTF to the actual pore resolution is investigated.  

The test objects are presented in Section 2. Subsequently, Section 3 describes results from the procedure to investigate the 

applicability of the proposed test objects and performance parameters to predict actual pore resolution. Finally, a conclusion is 

drawn in Section 4. 

 

Figure 1: Procedure for investigating the suitability of the test object, MSR and ISR to predict pore detection rate. 

2    Test objects and their parameters for resolution assessment 

2.1    Test object 1 and performance parameters 

Figure 2 shows the proposed reference object (test object 1). The reference object consists of a hull that contains two spheres in 

a rotationally symmetrical hole. The spheres were acquired from a specialized supplier. The hull was produced by means of 

milling. High-precision manufacturing ensured perfect alignment of the spheres. The object can be easily scaled and made from 

different materials, thereby enabling adaptation to different applications. However, the manufacturing process is complex. The 

spheres must be inserted both without tolerance and pressure to prevent displacement during the CT scan and mechanical 

widening of the contact point, respectively. 

This work examines reference objects made of 316L stainless steel (1.4404) with a height of 10 mm and a maximum diameter 

of 5 mm. The dimensions were adapted according to the power of the X-ray source of the used CT system, a Metrotom 800 

(130kV) device from Zeiss IMT GmbH (Germany). 

By analysing the spheres’ touching point, the ISR can be determined according to the two-spheres method [11] (cf. Section 

2.1.1). Following the ASTM E1695:20 standard [9], the MTF can be determined via the cylindrical outer contour (cf. Section 

2.1.2). To enable equal component alignment for analysis, a small hole in the cylinder's outer surface is provided. 

 

Figure 2: Cut view (left) and technical drawing (right) of CT setting Cu50_80_1 (right) of the reference object. 
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2.1.1    ISR 

Resolution in dimensional measurements is specified via the ISR, which is determined by applying the two-spheres method [11]. 

This method evaluates the error Δ between a measurement ℎ𝑚 evaluated in the CT reconstruction, and the corresponding 

reference value ℎ𝑟 (cf. Figure 3). In this work, an error limit of 10 % is used, which means that ISR equals the smallest  ℎ𝑚 that 

lead to a Δ smaller than 10 %: 

 ISR = ISR10 = hm,𝑖 ∈ hm min{ Δ𝑖 < 10 % } with Δi =
𝑎𝑏𝑠(hr,𝑖−h𝑚,𝑖)

hr,𝑖
 

(1) 

For its determination, circles are fitted at different distances 𝑖 to the contact point of the spheres (in the direction of the line 

through the spheres' centres) using VGStudio Max 3.4 software. Based on the radii of these circles (𝑟𝑚1,𝑖 , 𝑟𝑚2,𝑖 ), as well as the 

sphere diameters ( 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 ) and the distance between the sphere centres ( 𝐶1𝐶2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  ), the heights can be deduced: 

ℎ𝑚,𝑖 = 2𝑖      and      hr,𝑖 = 𝐶1𝐶2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − √𝑅1

 2 − 𝑟𝑚1,𝑖
2 − √𝑅2

 2 − 𝑟𝑚2,𝑖
2   

(2) 

In contrast to [11], 𝐶1𝐶2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (instead of 𝑅1 + 𝑅2) is used for calculation, as the sphere’s contact is not a perfect point, but a touching 

area. Despite the high-precision manufacturing, this widening appeared. 

 

Figure 3: Determination of the heights ℎ𝑚 and ℎ𝑟 after [11]. 

2.1.2    Resolution parameter 𝒇𝟏𝟎 deduced from MTF 

Resolution in the grey scale range is defined via the frequency 𝑓10 at 10 % of the MTF. This resolution parameter allows a 

prognosis of the detection limit of a structure in volume image data [7,12]. MTF is determined via the cylindrical outer contour. 

The standard ASTM E1695-20 [9] normally requires MTF’s determination on three planes that intersect the object perpendicular 

to the axis of rotation at the object's centre and 15 % from its top and bottom. To obtain complete circles in the sectional view of 

the present object, only the volume from the bottom of the object to the small outer hole is used (cf. Figure 4). All section planes 

are defined perpendicular to the cylinder axis but evaluated in the unaligned volume. The remaining measurement parameters 

(bin size, number of fit points) are determined following the ASTM standard. Figure 5 depicts an example section plane (CT 

setting CU50_25_1) and its corresponding MTF. 

          

Figure 4: Planes used for MTF evaluation. Figure 5: Exemplary section plane and corresponding MTF. 

2.1.3    Image Quality 

In addition to ISR and MSR, image quality parameters were evaluated using Matlab 2021a (MathWorks Inc.) software for 

calculations. For quantifying global image quality, the histogram-based contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was used. It was assessed 

via the grey-value distributions of the histograms of the reconstruction and calculated using the method presented in [13]. 

Contrast is determined based on the grey values of the peaks of the background 𝐺B,max, and material 𝐺M,max in the smoothed 

histogram (smoothing applied with a moving average filter with a window size of 1/50 of histogram bin locations), cf. Figure 6. 

Image noise relates to the area ∆𝐺1 that encompasses 95% of the voxels located between the left edge and the left peak, i.e. 

voxels in the background. [13] The calculation was carried out to the following equation: 

𝐶𝑁𝑅 =
𝐺M,max − 𝐺𝐵,max

∆𝐺1
 

(3) 

𝑅1 

𝑅2 

𝑟𝑚1 

𝑟𝑚2 

ℎ𝑟 

ℎ𝑚 Fitted circle at distance i 
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Figure 6: Histogram of a CT reconstruction including characteristic points and regions for the calculation of the image quality parameter 

CNR. 

Besides CNR, image sharpness S was determined as a generalization of the MTF assessment method [14] (cf. Section 4.3.2 and 

4.3.3). Equivalent to the MTF determination, the section planes of the reconstruction were used. In these section planes all edges 

were detected (using edge detection filter canny and Matlab function edge), then divided into segments of 42-pixel length. For 

each segment, vertically aligned vectors with a total length of 81 pixels (intersection pixel plus 40 pixels in each direction) were 

determined. Figure 7 (left) depicts a resulting example section plane, including segments and corresponding vectors. 

Next, local sharpness s was calculated at each vector intersection. In this work, local sharpness s is defined as the largest grey 

value difference (largest slope 𝛿(𝐺)𝑚𝑎𝑥) within 1 pixel of the intersection and is referenced to the local contrast, as proposed 

from Schild [14]. Therein, local contrast describes the difference between the mean material grey values �̅�M and the mean 

background grey values �̅�B. Figure 7 (right) shows an exemplary grey value profile of the vector on edge 31, including the 

features for local sharpness evaluation. The mean value of all scaled local sharpness values from all segments is defined as 

sharpness S:  

𝑆 =
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑠𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1  with 𝑠𝑖 =  

𝛿(𝐺𝑖)𝑚𝑎𝑥

�̅�𝑀𝑖−�̅�𝐵𝑖
 (4) 

 

Figure 7: Exemplary section plane including edge segments and vectors (left) and corresponding grey value profile of edge 31 (right). 

2.2    Test object 2 and pore detection rate 

As test object 2, AM samples were manufactured using powder bed fusion – laser beam/metal (PBF-LB/M). Due to this process, 

these samples naturally contained pores. Five samples were manufactured. Figure 8 illustrates an exemplary AM sample. To 

allow a comparison to test object 1 external dimensions and material are the same. 

The ability to detect pores was quantified by the pore detection rate (cf. Section 3.2). For assessing the pore detection rate, pores 

detected in micrographs of cross-sections were compared with the corresponding pores detected in an equivalent section of the 

CT scan (VGStudio’s VGEasyPore algorithm was used for pore detection). Figure 9 shows an exemplary comparison of the 

micrograph image of a cross-section and the corresponding cross-section in the CT reconstruction. 

To evaluate the same cross-section in the CT reconstruction as in the micrograph, the samples’ special design was used. Only 

the cylindrical part of the sample is used for pore analysis. The features located in the upper half of the sample serve to define a 

local coordinate system, allowing accurate sample alignment in the CT reconstruction. Using the thread, a nut can be screwed 

Histogram of CT reconstruction with characteristic points and region
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on to protect the registration features during the preparation of the cross-section. By scanning the sample before and after cutting 

and aligning both scans, the cross-sections can be identified in the reconstruction of the cut sample and transferred to the 

reconstruction of the uncut sample.  

 

Figure 8: Photo of AM sample.  

 

Figure 9: Comparison of a micrograph image of a cross-section 

(left) and a CT image of the same cross-section (right). 

3    Experimental results and evaluation  

For comparing performance parameters and actual pore resolution (via the pore detection rate), both must be investigated using 

same conditions. CT settings were defined by scanning and analysing the behaviour of the reference object at different CT 

settings (Section 3.1). Then, the five AM samples were scanned using theses settings, and the respective pore detection rate was 

determined (Section 3.2). Moreover, 𝑓10 and image quality parameters were evaluated using the same approach as for the 

reference object. Finally, the results from the reference object and the AM samples were compared (Section 3.3).  

3.1    Definition of CT settings and evaluation of performance parameter behaviour 

CT settings were defined in a two-step approach. First, a variety of different CT settings were defined and tested with the 

reference object (test object 1). Next, the CT settings were narrowed down to the most interesting ("extreme") CT settings to 

limit the further experimental scope.  

The initial selection of CT settings was done using the method according to Schild [14]. This method defines experimental points 

at the edge of the linear detector range. Thus, the maximum possible variance between settings is achieved, which results in 

varying image quality, and hence resolution. Accordingly, current and voltage of the x-ray tube were varied for four combinations 

of pre-filter thickness (copper filter) and detector gain [14]. The remaining CT parameters were held constant (1450 projections 

with an exposure time of 1000 ms, no binning, 360° rotation). This resulted in 16 different settings (cf. Table 1). For each of the 

CT settings, the performance parameters ISR and 𝑓10 and the image quality of the reconstruction were evaluated. For setting 

CU100_80_1, additional 5 repeat measurements were carried out to obtain an estimate of the standard deviation of the 

experiment. 

Table 1: CT settings used for investigating the reference object. 

Name Filter (10 µm) Gain (-) CT Setting Voltage (kV) Current (µA) Power (W) 

CU50_25_1 50 2.5 1 130 300 39 

CU50_25_3 50 2.5 3 130 220 29 

CU50_25_4 50 2.5 4 120 300 36 

CU50_25_5 50 2.5 5 127 280 36 

CU50_80_1 50 8.0 1 130 93 12 

CU50_80_2 50 8.0 2 88 300 26 

CU50_80_4 50 8.0 4 103 300 31 

CU50_80_5 50 8.0 5 113 197 22 

CU100_25_1 100 2.5 1 130 300 39 

CU100_25_3 100 2.5 3 130 280 36 

CU100_25_4 100 2.5 4 127 300 38 

CU100_80_1 100 8.0 1 130 165 21 

CU100_80_2 100 8.0 2 108 300 32 

CU100_80_3 100 8.0 3 130 125 16 

CU100_80_4 100 8.0 4 110 300 33 

CU100_80_5 100 8.0 5 120 223 27 
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Figure 10 shows the influence of different CT parameter setting combinations on the performance parameters ISR, 𝑓10 and CNR. 

The performance parameters were normalised to their respective largest values. While low ISR values indicate high resolution, 

high values for 𝑓10 and CNR represent high image quality. In addition, the figure shows the estimate of the standard deviation 

via the double confidence interval (assuming a t-distribution), based on the repeated measurements of the setting CU100_80_1. 

ISR values range between 1 and 0.61, 𝑓10 values between 1 and 0.78 and CNR values between 1 and 0.58.  

The size and material of the reference object limited the possible CT settings within each filter-gain combination. Combinations 

using a gain of 2.5 resulted in similar voltage and current values at all experimental points. The same applied to settings 2 and 4 

with a copper filter of 1000 µm and a gain of 8.0 (cf. Table 1). These similarities were reproduced by the performance parameters. 

When comparing different filter-gain combinations (and thus CT settings), different performance parameter values were 

obtained. CT settings with a higher gain (8.0 compared to 2.5) enabled lower power of the x-ray source and thus resulted in a 

higher resolution (lower ISR). This was especially apparent for setting CU050_80_1, where the power could be reduced below 

16 W. This enabled a focal spot size of ~ 20 µm compared to a spot size of ~ 40 µm for all other settings. On the other hand, 

increased gain led to more noise and thus a decreasing CNR value. Figure 11 shows exemplary projections for different CT 

setting combinations. 
 

 

Figure 10: Influence of different CT setting combinations on the normalized performance parameters ISR, 𝑓10 and CNR. 

 

    
CU050_25_1 CU050_80_1 CU100_25_1 CU100_80_1 

Figure 11: Projection of different CT setting combinations of the reference object. 
    

For the following analysis only four exemplary “extreme” settings that resulted in considerably different performances were 

selected. This allows to draw a general conclusion regarding the method’s applicability while limiting experimental efforts. CT 

settings 1 for each filter-gain combination were chosen as extreme settings due to the following reasons: 

• CU050_25_1: CT setting with highest image quality (high CNR) 

• CU050_80_1: CT setting with the highest resolution (low ISR and high 𝑓10) 

• CU100_25_1: CT setting with balanced performance parameters at medium level and high image quality (high CNR) 

• CU100_80_1: CT setting with balanced performance parameters at medium level and high resolution (low ISR) 

The corresponding settings are marked in bold in Table 1. In the remaining work, these CT settings are indicated only by their 

filter-gain combination (e.g. CU050_25 instead of CU050_25_1) to enhance readability. 
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3.2    Pore detection rate in AM samples 

For each AM sample and each CT setting, the pore detection rate was determined by comparing the number of pores of a given 

area or larger found in the micrograph cross-section and the corresponding slice from a CT reconstruction representing the cross-

section (cf. Section 2.2, Figure 9). Figure 12 shows the detection rate as a function of the pore area for all CT settings. Pore area 

was defined by the voxel size (voxel edge length of 7 µm). 

Figure 12 indicates that certain minimum pore size is necessary to achieve high detection rates of over 60 %. CT settings leading 

to high sharpness and resolution (gain of 8.0) lead to higher pore detection rates for pores of similar size compared to settings 

with a high CNR but a low resolution (gain of 2.5).  

 

Figure 12: Pore detection rate achieved by using different CT settings. The pore detection rate is depicted as a function of the pore area.  

3.3    Performance parameters and pore detection rate 

The following section addresses the relationship between performance parameters and pore detection rate in more detail. For 

these evaluations, the results from test object 1 (ISR, f10, image quality) were compared to the results from test object 2 (pore 

detection rate). 

3.3.1    ISR and pore detection rate 

Figure 13 presents the ISR as a function of the pore detection rate for different minimal pore areas. For the representations, the 

detection rate at a specific minimal pore area was determined for each CT setting combination, and linked to the setting-related 

ISR. This comparison takes advantages of the fact that the test objects’ dimensions and materials are similar. 

The results show a linear relationship between ISR and pore detection rate (regression coefficients shown in the title). With 

increasing resolution (decreasing ISR), the pore detection rate increases. More explicitly, the ISR parameter indicates a pore 

detection rate of 67 % - 75 % of all pores having at least the area of the squared ISR value (compare dotted line in Figure 13 

which corresponds to the pore area).  

 

Figure 13: Influence of ISR on the pore detection rate for different minimal pore areas. 

One explanation for not reaching 100 % when including small pore areas is the complexity of the task: Pore detection depends 

not only on pore area but also on other pore parameters, such as shape, as exemplified in Figure 14. A branched pore cannot be 

detected, as the individual branches are smaller than the resolution limit. Another explanation may be the dependency of ISR on 

a surface determination step. Pore analysis, on the other hand, is solely carried out on image data. 
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Figure 14: Possible pore shapes, all having the same pore area, and their influence on pore detection. 

3.3.2    𝒇𝟏𝟎 and pore detection rate 

Figure 15 presents the pore detection rate related to the resolution at the grey scale level (i.e., based on the image data), 

represented via f10, for different pore areas. For comparability with ISR, the reciprocal of f10 is used (lower values indicate 

higher resolution). The results show a linear relationship between f10 and pore detection rate. The f10 seems equally suitable for 

predicting the CT system’s ability to detect pores. 

A more in-depth investigation of f10 however shows several disadvantages. According to the ASTM standard [9], inappropriate 

image data quality, resulting for example from excessive beam hardening or noise, disturbs f10 determination. Beam hardening 

leads to overshoots in the MTF, causing higher, but false, 𝑓10 values. Excessive noise influences the reproducibility of the value. 

All reconstruction slices show these beam hardening effects, cf. Figure 5. Moreover, it would be expected that the reference 

object and AM specimen show the same f10 values when using the same CT settings. As presented in Figure 17 a), this 

transferability is lacking. 

 

Figure 15: Influence of f10 on the pore detection rate for different minimal pore areas. 

3.3.3    Image quality and pore detection rate 

Figure 16 presents the pore detection rate related to the image sharpness S for different pore areas. As for 𝑓10 representation, the 

reciprocal is used. This parameter showed the same behaviour as the ISR and 𝑓10 parameters. Moreover, S values evaluated with 

the reference object and the AM samples are in good agreement, cf. Figure 17 b). Following, a parameter describing image 

quality via sharpness at the part edges seems suitable for predicting the pore detection ability.  

 

Figure 16: Influence of S on the pore detection rate for different minimal pore areas. 

Influence of pore shape 
area = const. 

detected not detected 
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Figure 17: Comparison of f10 (a)) and S (b)) calculated using reference object and AM samples. 

The parameter S describing image quality via sharpness at the part edges does not allow for a dimensional statement. However, 

it has several advantages. Compared to ISR, it does not include any surface determination step and is thus more representative 

for pore analysis tasks. Further, no complex and specifically designed reference object is required, as the evaluation can be 

carried out directly using the object edges. This work just evaluated cylindrical-shaped parts. Future research activities should 

focus on the transferability to more complex shaped parts to confirm the findings. 

4   Summary and Conclusion 

This work proposed a reference object (test object 1) for predicting the actual pore resolution in additively manufactured 

specimens (test object 2). Different performance parameters, assessable on the reference object, were evaluated and their 

transferability to real pore-containing AM samples was investigated. The reference object and the AM samples were scanned at 

four different "extreme" CT setting combinations for this purpose, then the resulting performance parameters and pore detection 

rate were correlated. 

The ISR calculated by the point of contact of two touching spheres appeared appropriate for (quantitively) predicting pore 

detection ability. However, obtaining a precise sphere contact point is not trivial. The 𝑓10, deduced from the MTF, is a parameter 

that can be determined more easily. Yet, 𝑓10 was influenced by beam hardening and revealed little agreement between the 

reference object and actual AM specimens. As a generalization of 𝑓10, the edge-based sharpness parameter S was investigated. 

This parameter appeared to be suitable for predicting pore detection rates as well as achieving transferable values from reference 

object to AM specimens. Using S, pore detection may be predicted even without a sophisticated reference object but directly on 

the real component. Therefore, it should be addressed in greater depth in future work. This is particularly relevant to the 

transferability to more complex component shapes as well as other materials or pore-inducing manufacturing processes. 

Additionally, the quantitative relationship between image quality and pore detection should be explored. In particular, S, unlike 

ISR, does not permit metric statements. 

In general, it became apparent that pore analysis is a particularly complicated CT application field with considerable research 

potential. In addition to the pore size, pore shape is critical for pore detectability. Further research into a non-destructive approach 

for quantifying a CT system's pore detecting ability can yield several advantages. An appropriate parameter could aid in not only 

establishing good CT scanning parameters but also in defining feasible applications of the CT system on hand, in addition to 

enhancing the acceptance of CT systems as a measurement tool. 
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